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ABSTRACT
Membrane proteins (MPs) have become a major focus in structure prediction, due to their medical importance. There is,
however, a lack of fast and reliable methods that specialize in the modeling of MP loops. Often methods designed for soluble proteins (SPs) are applied directly to MPs. In this article, we investigate the validity of such an approach in the realm of
fragment-based methods. We also examined the differences in membrane and soluble protein loops that might affect accuracy. We test our ability to predict soluble and MP loops with the previously published method FREAD. We show that it is
possible to predict accurately the structure of MP loops using a database of MP fragments (0.5–1 Å median root-meansquare deviation). The presence of homologous proteins in the database helps prediction accuracy. However, even when
homologues are removed better results are still achieved using fragments of MPs (0.8–1.6 Å) rather than SPs (1–4 Å) to
model MP loops. We find that many fragments of SPs have shapes similar to their MP counterparts but have very different
sequences; however, they do not appear to differ in their substitution patterns. Our findings may allow further improvements to fragment-based loop modeling algorithms for MPs. The current version of our proof-of-concept loop modeling
protocol produces high-accuracy loop models for MPs and is available as a web server at http://medeller.info/fread.
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INTRODUCTION
Membrane proteins (MPs) represent about one third
of all known proteins. They regulate the transport of
molecules and information into and out of every living
cell. Due to their involvement in many medically relevant
processes, they comprise over half of current drug
targets.1
Unlike globular soluble proteins (SPs), whose natural
environment is an aqueous solution (such as the cytoplasm), MPs sit inside a lipid bilayer. Thus, a large
proportion of a MP’s amino acids are in direct contact
with the hydrophobic fatty acid tails of the membrane
lipids. The presence of the membrane around the protein
creates a very different physicochemical environment that
has direct effects on a MP’s three-dimensional (3D)
structure. Transmembrane (TM) segments are usually
one of two structure types: a helices or b strands. These
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TM segments are connected to each other by stretches of
amino acids with irregular structure, known as loops.
Especially in helical TM proteins, the geometry of
secondary structure elements is often well-conserved,
with approximately parallel helices being oriented perpendicular to the membrane plane (parallel to the membrane normal) and spanning the entire width of the
membrane. The structure of the loop regions connecting
the TM segments can vary greatly between homologues.2
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Therefore, loops tend to be the parts of MPs that are the
hardest to model.
In MPs, loops can interact with the polar head groups
of the membrane lipids as well as with water molecules
and thus tend to contain many hydrophilic and charged
residues. Positively charged amino acids such as lysine
and arginine are especially common in loops protruding
into the cytosol (the positive inside rule).3,4 In addition
to their chemical properties, MP loops may also have
characteristic shapes. The typical MP loop connects two
roughly parallel TM segments and protrudes from the
membrane into a polar environment.
Due to the physical crowding of the membrane, the
loop tends not to interact with other parts of the protein, except other loops, but instead may be found
touching the polar head groups of the membrane lipids.
Loops in SPs, on the other hand, can interact with
sequentially distant residues and often lie on the surface
of the protein rather than protruding from it.
Three-dimensional modeling of loops occurs under
the constraints of the rest of the structure, in particular
the two anchor regions of the loop (here the anchors are
defined as the two residues on either side of the loop,
i.e., four residues in total). Loop modeling approaches
are often split into two types: ab initio and database
methods.
Ab initio methods typically sample dihedral angles
from empirical distributions specific to each amino acid
type to create a starting conformation. These sampled
conformations are unlikely to connect the two anchors
and hence a separate step is needed to close the gap.
This “loop closure” step is often performed by modifying
the dihedral and bond angles of the loop to minimize
the size of the gap between the free end of the loop and
the corresponding anchor atoms. One such loop closure
technique is the cyclic coordinate descent algorithm,5
which iteratively modifies one dihedral angle at a time,
but there are alternatives that optimize all dihedral angles
simultaneously.6–8
Clashing loop structures are removed and the remaining
ones are clustered to reduce redundancy. Such starting
conformations can be further refined by optimizing energy
functions, such as the CHARMM or AMBER molecular
dynamics force fields. Finally, the remaining conformations can be ranked using an energy function, which is not
necessarily the same as was used for refinement.
Protein Local Optimization Program (PLOP)9,10 RAPPER,11,12 and MODELLER13 are examples of ab initio
methods. The Internal Coordinate Mechanics (ICM)
modeling package14,15 also contains loop modeling procedures, which have recently been updated to use the Internal Coordinate Mechanics Force Field (ICMFF) force
field.16
The three main problem areas for ab initio methods
are: a) achieving a sufficient sampling of conformational
space; b) achieving an accurate ranking of these decoys
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with the energy function; c) keeping the computational
cost manageable. In a 2010 benchmark, the ab initio
methods achieved a sampling on par with our database
method FREAD and often succeeded in generating nearnative conformations.17 Unfortunately, ab initio methods
generally had problems identifying the best conformations, resulting in poor average accuracies. In this 2010
comparison of loop modeling methods, RAPPER (and
similarly PLOP and MODELLER) achieved average accuracies of around 1, 3, 6, and 10 Å root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) for loops of lengths 4, 9, 15, and 20
residues.17 This dependence of accuracy on the length of
the loop is to be expected, as the computational cost of
sampling and energy calculations tends to scale exponentially with the length of the loop. In the original publications of PLOP, the authors reported sub-Ångstr€
om
accuracies for loops of up to eight residues in length and
around 1–2 Å RMSD up to 13 residues. It is likely that
this difference in observed accuracy was due to multiple
factors, one of which was the choice of dataset. The 2010
assessment17 possibly contained many loops which were
less suitable to ab initio prediction than the dataset used
by the authors of PLOP. Since then, the authors of ICM
and the authors of PLOP have demonstrated accuracies
around 1 Å for sets of loops up to 17 residues in
length.16,18 The computational time required to perform
these predictions ranged from 2–115 CPU days for
PLOP,18 with averages of about 10 days (on Intel/AMD
processors with clock speeds of 900 MHz–1.4 GHz).
ICMs computational cost was an average of 2.5 h for
eight residue loops and 55 h for 12 residue loops (on
Intel Core2 2.13-GHz processors).
Database methods, unlike ab initio methods, perform
conformational sampling by selecting fragments from a
predefined database of known structures. These fragments must share certain local properties with the query
loop, such as having similar anchor structures and amino
acid sequence. After insertion into the model, clashing
fragments are discarded and the remaining ones ranked
using a similarity measure comparing the database fragment to what is known of the query loop (anchors and
sequence). Examples of database methods are LIP,19 the
works of Fernandez-Fuentes et al.,20 and Peng and
Yang,21 SuperLooper,22 and FREAD.17,23 So far,
FREAD is the only published database method that
achieves constant accuracy around 1 Å for loops up to
Length 8 and around 1–3 Å up to Length 20,17 independent of loop length. The greatest advantage of database methods is their unmatched speed-to-accuracy
ratio. Near-native accuracies, on par with or better than
the best available ab initio methods, can be achieved
within seconds or minutes of CPU time. The inherent
disadvantage of any database method, however, is the
lack of complete coverage. Due to the many degrees of
freedom of loop structure (and sequence) and the difficulty in obtaining structural information, we currently
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do not have experimentally determined structures covering every possible loop conformation for loops of any
significant length. It is thus possible that a database
method will be unable to give a good prediction for a
given loop, simply because the “correct” conformation is
not present in the database. The performance of database
methods is known to depend on several factors: the
search algorithm used, database completeness, and the
choice of anchor structures,24 as well as the choice of
the database itself.23
In practice, one would tend to use a combination of
database and ab initio methods. Large-scale proteomics
studies might use only database methods, due to their
high speed, whereas scientists studying a single protein
in great detail might favor a combination of database
predictions and compute intensive ab initio modeling.
In this article, we focus on database search methods,
represented by our fragment-based loop modeling
method FREAD. When considering a database method
for MPs, two problems immediately become apparent.
The first problem is a lack of MPs of known structure. It
is well-established that the more complete the database,
the better the results will be. This, one might expect,
would result in a generally poor performance, both in
terms of coverage and accuracy, of any method relying
on a MP database.
In 2012, we now know more than 80,000 protein
structures from 1393 Structural Classification of Proteins
(SCOP)25 folds. Fernandez-Fuentes et al.26 showed that
conformations of short protein fragments were becoming
saturated for fragments up to 14 residues in length. For
each such fragment of known structure, there was at least
one other fragment in the database with over 50%
sequence identity and a similar conformation. At that
time (in 2006), there were less than 20 MPs in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Stephen White’s database of
known MPs structures*). These results can thus be
thought of as applying only to SPs. More recently, Choi
and Deane17 showed that soluble protein loops can now
be modeled using a fragment-based approach at a high
accuracy (around 1 Å global RMSD, see MATERIALS
AND METHODS) and a coverage of around 60%.
This recent success of fragment-based loop modeling
methods is due to the increasing saturation of soluble
protein structures in the PDB.27 When such methods
were first conceived,28 they showed promising results
but were extremely limited by the low availability of proteins of known structure. According to statistics published on the PDB website,† in 1986 the PDB contained
213 protein structures from 50 SCOP folds. This situation was similar to the current state of affairs in the
world of MP structures today. In 2011, the PDB contained 308 unique MP structures (Stephen White’s
*

†

http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mpstruc/

http://www.pdb.org

database*), a number that is likely to keep increasing. We
anticipate that the success of MP-specific methods will
grow with database size in a similar way as it did for
soluble protein methods.
The second problem in benchmarking a database
method is that of homology: even if good loop modeling
accuracies are achieved, are these simply due to copying
the loop structure from a 99% identical protein? If so,
one would not be assessing the true performance of the
loop modeling method and similar results should be
achievable irrespective of the method used. To overcome
this benchmarking problem, we explicitly filtered out
homologous database hits for each modeled loop before
assessing modeling performance.
The FREAD method has previously been shown to produce high accuracy models of SP loops17 and antibody
complementarity determining regions,29 independent of
loop length. In this article, we demonstrate that models of
MP loops built in the same way, through the use of SP
fragments, are far less accurate. In contrast, we show that
modeling MP loops using fragments of MPs can yield high
accuracy models. We explore the reasons for the successes
and failures of these different strategies by analyzing statistical properties of MP and soluble protein loops.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Native loop test sets

This study uses two sets of X-ray structures: one containing only SPs, another containing only MPs.
An initial list of potential MPs was created by listing
the union of PDB27 codes contained within the Protein
Data Bank of Transmembrane Proteins (PDB_TM),30
Orientations of Proteins in Membranes (OPM),31 and
Coarse-Grained Database (CGDB)32 databases and those
in the SCOP25 category “membrane and cell surface proteins and peptides.”
This list was then run through the Protein Sequence
Culling Server (PISCES) server,33 to keep only X-ray
structures with resolution  3 Å, R factor  0.3, and
length  40. The remaining structures were split into
component chains, and duplicate chains (with 100%
sequence identity) were removed. Each structure was
then run though iMembrane34 and only those chains
with an iMembrane hit were retained. This ensured that
only true MPs were part of the dataset.
Residues annotated by JOY35 as being anything but
helices and sheets were treated as loop residues. Only
loops of length >3 and within the membrane, or close
to it, were considered. Loops close to the membrane
were defined as those which start/end within four residues of the nearest TM residue.
For each loop length, loops were clustered by sequence
identity using Unweighted Pair Group Method with
Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA)36 and made nonredundant
PROTEINS
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at the 40% identity level. From each cluster, the representative loop with the lowest average B factor was chosen.
For the purpose of testing FREAD prediction accuracy
and coverage, 20 representative loops of lengths 4–17
(residues) were randomly chosen. Only 20 loops were
chosen as the number of examples in the database of
known MP structures is low at longer loop lengths.
A list of nonredundant loops in SPs had previously
been compiled in analogs fashion17 and made available
for download.‡ From this list, we randomly chose 20
representatives for each loop length from 4 to 17. For
further analyses, a second test set of 90 loops per loop
length, with lengths ranging from four to nine residues,
was chosen from the membrane and soluble loop clusters. The higher number of examples allows more reliable
observations to be made at each loop length. Due to the
small size of the membrane database, however, this
amount of nonredundant examples is currently only
available for loop lengths up to nine residues.
Homology model test sets

All the above test sets contain known X-ray structures
of proteins, taken from the PDB. In addition, we created
a test set of homology models of MPs, which is a subset
of the MEDELLER test set.37 We grouped the 616 pairs
of MPs found in the MEDELLER set by their target protein. For each target protein, we chose the most
sequence-similar template, excluding any template above
90% sequence identity (to ensure that there were gaps in
most of the models). This resulted in a set of 156 loops,
with lengths ranging from four to 17 residues, from 59
models of varying accuracy (average core model RMSD
2.2 Å; range 0.6–5.4 Å).
The FREAD loop modeling algorithm

The details of the FREAD algorithm have previously
been published.17 We use a reimplementation of the
algorithm that runs an order of magnitude faster than
the original.
The input to the FREAD algorithm is the incomplete
model of a target protein, lacking the coordinates of a
particular query loop. The amino acid sequence of the
query loop is known and is provided as a second input.
From the model, the main chain coordinates of the loop
“anchors” (two residues on each side of the loop) are
extracted. A given database of known protein structures
is then searched for fragments of the required length
with a similar sequence and anchor geometry.
The anchor geometry match is performed by superimposing the query and database anchor coordinates and
calculating the RMSD for all main chain atoms (N, Ca,
C, O). In this work, only loops with an anchor RMSD
match below 1 Å are accepted.
‡

http://opig.stats.ox.ac.uk/sites/fread/
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The sequence match is made using environment-specific
substitution tables (ESSTs). These tables are different from
standard ESSTs in several ways: First, they are based on
structural environments defined using the dihedral angles
of a protein’s backbone coordinates. FREAD uses six
classes of dihedral (u and w) angles, which are partitions
in the Ramachandran plot (see Supporting Information,
Fig. S1). Second, only residues within loop regions are
considered when building the tables. Third, only substitutions between residues with identical dihedral angle classes
are counted. The potential database match sequence is
scored against the query loop sequence by summing the
individual subscores. A total score of 25 or more is taken
to signify a “good” match.17
Once suitable database loops have been identified, they
are inserted into the model and a clash check is performed.38 Loops clashing with the model framework are
discarded. This step replaces the Samudrala–Moult pseudoenergy calculation used in the original FREAD program.17 The clash check has the advantage of being
applicable to any type of protein, without needing to be
trained on a set of known protein structures.
Finally, database loops matching the search criteria are
ranked by their anchor RMSD and returned to the user,
along with their 3D coordinates.
As in the original FREAD publication, we assess the
accuracy of loop models using the “global” all-backboneatom RMSD of the loop residues compared to the native
X-ray structure.
Calculating loop modeling accuracy

A loop is modeled given the loop’s amino acid
sequence and the 3D coordinates of its anchor residues.
The anchor residues are the two amino acids on either
side of the loop (four residues in total). To calculate a
loop model’s accuracy, its anchor residues are superimposed onto the anchor residues of the native protein
structure. Then, the RMSD is calculated between the
loop’s backbone atoms (N, Ca, C, O) in the native structure and the model. This measure is termed the “global
RMSD,” as it does not involve any “local” superposition
of the loop residues themselves.
Fragment databases

As described above, FREAD requires a database of
known structures from which to identify its prediction. The
“soluble” database was created by filtering the entire PDB
using PISCES, to keep only X-ray structures with resolution
 3 Å, R factor  0.3, and length  40, and making the
resulting list nonredundant at a sequence identity level of
99%. Those chains included in the initial list of potential
MPs were removed from the “soluble” database.
The “membrane” database was created from the same
set of iMembrane-annotated structures described in the
“native loop test set” section.
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Both membrane and soluble databases include entire
proteins, not just the loop regions. The first and last five
residues in each protein were discarded.
As the fragment databases and test sets were created
from the same dataset, cases where the query and database loop were identical were always eliminated from the
FREAD predictions and, as discussed below, homologues
were also eliminated in some tests.
Substitution tables

Two substitution table sets were tested: tables created
from SP loops and tables built from MP loops.
These sets of ESSTs were created from the membrane
and soluble alignment datasets described by Hill et al.39
The major difference between this dataset and the one
used to build the original FREAD tables is that the original dataset contained pure structure alignments, where
the dihedral angle class of each amino acid in every
aligned protein was known. The dataset used here contains alignments between a single protein of known
structure and multiple homologous sequences (due to
the low availability of MP structures). We thus only
know the dihedral angles for a single sequence in the
alignment. It is therefore impossible to constrain the
tables such that they only contain substitutions between
residues of identical dihedral angle class, as was done in
the original FREAD tables.
To avoid introducing a large amount of errors into the
tables, we counted substitutions in only select parts of
each alignment, as follows. Before generating the substitution tables, homologous sequences with identity <20%
to their corresponding protein of known structure were
discarded, to avoid errors introduced via low quality
alignments. In all remaining sequences, only loops with
fewer than four gaps were used to count substitutions, to
further ensure only well-aligned loops were considered.
These parameters were chosen from a set of similar
parameters by identifying those that minimized the difference between our new soluble tables and those from
the original FREAD implementation. The same set of
parameters was then used to build equivalent tables
for MPs.
Homology filtering

For several of the tests presented in this article,
homologous proteins were filtered out of FREAD’s database hits before selecting one of the remaining fragments
as the prediction. The decision of whether or not to
discard a database fragment was made by aligning the
complete structures of the query protein to the database
protein providing the fragment. A structure superposition was performed using the TM-align program,40 and
the percentage identity was calculated from the implicit
sequence alignment, normalized by the number of

aligned residues. Proteins with over 40% identity were
deemed homologous and the database fragment discarded. We chose 40% as our cut-off to find a compromise between nonhomology and dataset size. In
addition, we discarded fragments of all proteins which
were annotated as being part of the same SCOP superfamily as the query protein (SCOP version 1.75B). As
loops are the least conserved parts of a protein, we
expect that the loop regions will have different conformations, even in those cases where potentially homologous proteins remain in the dataset.

RESULTS
FREAD prediction and the importance of
database choice

The focus of our first set of experiments was the ability of FREAD to predict the structure of MP loops, as
opposed to SP loops. Using our dataset of 20-MP loops
per loop length, with lengths ranging from 4 to 17 residues, and our equivalent test set for SP loops, FREAD
was run using the default set of cut-off parameters
(anchor RMSD  1.0 Å, environment-specific substitution score  25).
Other than the query loop’s sequence and anchor
structures, which are provided as input, FREAD relies on
two pieces of data to perform its predictions: a fragment
database and a set of ESSTs. We tested the effect of using
either a MP-specific or SP-specific version of both database and substitution tables.
Large differences in accuracy and coverage resulted
from the change in database. As shown in Figure 1(B),
predicting SP loops using a soluble database consistently
yields accuracies close to 1 Å. The same is true when
predicting MP loops using a MP database (A). However,
predicting MP loops with a soluble database results in
low accuracies (A) and coverage (C), both of which worsen with increasing loop length. Predicting soluble loops
using a MP database yields close to zero coverage (D).
The latter failure could be ascribed to the comparatively
small size of the MP database. The reverse, on the other
hand, that is, failure to predict MP loops with a SP database, cannot be due to database size.
In general, no significant differences were observed
with regard to the type of substitution tables used (see
Supporting Information, Fig. S3). This is not entirely
unexpected, considering the current choice of structural
environments in FREAD, which are based solely on dihedral angles. In previous work,39 we observed no obvious
difference between the “coil” (loop) substitution tables in
MPs and SPs. All the remaining results presented in this
manuscript were thus produced using the same set of
substitution tables, created from alignments of SPs.
It thus appears that the FREAD approach is valid for
both soluble and MPs separately. However, the poor
PROTEINS
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Figure 1
Effect of database choice on loop prediction accuracy (RMSD) and coverage at each loop length. Accuracy (A, C; left column) and coverage (B, D;
right column) for the soluble (A, B; top row) and membrane (C, D; bottom row) loop test sets. Gray bars represent predictions made using a soluble database, black bars are predictions made using a membrane database. Thus, for example, in (A) it can be seen that membrane loops of Length
6 are predicted better with the membrane database than with the soluble database, whereas (C) shows that the membrane database achieves slightly
higher coverage at the same loop length. A version of this figure showing all loop lengths from 4 to 17 can be found in Supporting Information,
Figure S2.

accuracies and especially the poor coverage when
predicting MP loops using a soluble database seem to
suggest the existence of an intrinsic difference between
soluble and membrane loops. This difference may
be purely structural but could also be sequence composition-related, though it appears not to be due to differences in amino acid substitutions.
In the following sections, we explore the factors that
may affect the accuracy of FREAD predictions and the
potential differences between SP and MP loops.
Why does FREAD work, given the right
database? Why does it matter?

A question that often arises when considering fragmentbased loop prediction is that of the fragment’s origin. One
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has to consider the possibility that the 1 Å accuracies
achieved by FREAD might only be observed because of
database redundancy. If every prediction were actually
made using a database protein highly sequence similar to
the query protein, this could mean that the method is
unable to perform well in the absence of close homologues.
To address this question, we used two new test sets for
SP and MP loops each with 90 loops per loop length
and lengths ranging from four to nine residues. This
increased number of examples at each loop length allows
for more reliable analyses. The drawback is that we cannot include loops longer than nine residues in this dataset due to the low number of available examples in the
database of known MP structures.
Rather than run the complete FREAD algorithm, we
applied only the anchor RMSD filter, which selects
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database loops with anchor atoms within 1 Å of the
query protein. We then identified the best-matching
database loop, whose 3D coordinates had the lowest
RMSD to the correct conformation. This procedure
allows us to assess the best-possible RMSDs theoretically
achievable by the FREAD algorithm, given a specific
database.
The resulting distribution of “best possible RMSDs”
for each loop length are shown in Figure 2(A–C). When
querying the soluble database with SP loops [Fig. 2(A)],
the median RMSD is always far lower than when querying the same database with MP loops [Fig. 2(B)]. For
instance, at Length 8, SP loops achieve a median RMSD
of about 0.8 Å versus about 1.7 Å for MP loops. Querying the membrane database with MP loops also achieves
median RMSDs of about 0.8 Å [Fig. 2(C)], at Length 8.
This means that we commonly find highly similar SP
loops as well as highly similar MP loops, but that it is
harder to find SP loops with a similar shape to MP
loops. The question now arises as to whether this difference is due to intrinsic properties of soluble and membrane loops, or whether it can be explained by the
presence of homologues in both the SP and MP
databases.
To answer this question, we needed to remove the
effect of homologues on our RMSD measurements. We
thus repeated the same procedure as above but disregarded any database loops originating from a protein homologous to the query protein [Fig. 2(D–F)]. For this
purpose, we defined two proteins as being “homologous”
if they shared over 40% global sequence identity or were
annotated as being part of the same SCOP superfamily.
Although the use of homologues allows sub-Ångstr€
om
RMSDs across the tested loop lengths [Fig. 2(A,C)], the
removal of the homologous hits results in a strong length
dependence of the achievable RMSD [Fig. 2(D,F)]. In
other words, the use of homologues has a larger effect
on accuracy at higher loop lengths. This length dependence is to be expected, as any structure database is more
likely to contain all possible conformations of a Length-4
fragment than a Length-9 fragment (due to the increased
degrees of freedom for the structure of longer loops).
This result suggests that FREAD’s consistent 1 Å accuracy
across loop lengths (Fig. 1) is made possible by the existence of homologues within the database and that there
are many loops (in both MPs and SPs) that cannot be
predicted to the same level of accuracy without the use
of homology information.
Furthermore, as is illustrated by Figure 2(D,E), the removal of homologous hits has a similar effect on the two
test sets. When using a soluble database, Length-8 soluble
and membrane loops have a median achievable RMSD of
about 1.4 and 1.7 Å, respectively. This indicates that the
shapes of MP and SP loops can be found in the SP database with about equal frequency. In other words, it is possible to find SP loops that are equally distant from the

“correct” shape of a query MP loop as the best nonhomologous MP loop. Median RMSDs achievable when
using the MP database on MP loops [Fig. 2(F)] are somewhat higher, at about 2.6 Å for Length-8 loops. It is likely
that this is due to the far smaller size of the MP database.
The above observations lead us directly to the question: what accuracy and coverage can we expect of
FREAD in the absence of homologues? We thus reintroduced the environment-specific substitution score (ESSS)
cut-off and filtered out all database loops with an ESSS
<25. This can be seen as the removal of all database
loops that may or may not have the correct shape but
are too sequence-dissimilar to be identified by the
FREAD algorithm. Again, we picked the most accurate
solution from the remaining database loops.
The introduction of the substitution score cut-off
resulted in a reduction in coverage (from 100%, across
the board, to the values shown in Table I) but also had a
large effect on accuracy, as shown in Figure 2(G–I). For
SPs (G), accuracy was between 1 and 2.5 Å for all loop
lengths and coverage was 46/90 (51%) for Length-9
loops. For MPs, a constant accuracy of 1 Å across loop
lengths could now be observed, when predicting with a
MP database (I) although coverage was reduced to 16/90
(18%) for Length-9 loops. Predicting MPs with a SP
database yielded far worse accuracies with the median
RMSD for Length-9 loops being about 4 Å and a coverage of 34/90 (38%).
From these results, it is tempting to suggest that membrane loops may in fact be easier to predict than soluble
loops, in the absence of homologues, as long as one uses
the correct database. However, considering the low number of examples this is only speculation. The most striking observation here is, once again, that the FREAD
substitution score cut-off successfully filters out inaccurate loop structures, resulting in good accuracies independent of loop length, as long as the query and
database loops originate from the same type of protein
(MP or SP). This is true even in the absence of homologues in the database. The ESSS cut-off does not work
as expected when query and database loops come from
different protein types. There thus appears to be an
intrinsic difference between membrane and soluble loops
causing the FREAD approach to fail. As mentioned earlier, this difference did not appear to lie in the substitution patterns of MP and SP loops.
Finally, we added the last stage of the FREAD algorithm, the ranking by anchor RMSD. This is now equivalent to a true modeling situation, as no use of prior
knowledge of the correct query loop conformation is
made at any point. As shown in Figure 2(J–L), all results
were near-identical to those in the previous step.
We can thus conclude that 1–2.5 Å accuracy across all
tested loop lengths is made possible by the FREAD substitution score cut-off (assuming the anchors are already
restricted), even in the absence of homologues, as long
PROTEINS
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Figure 2
Boxplots of achievable loop modeling accuracies. Every plot shows the loop accuracy by RMSD (Y axis) at each loop length (X axis) achievable on
the soluble test set (left column; A, D, G, J) and membrane test set when using soluble protein fragments (middle column; B, E, H, K), or when
predicting membrane loops using a membrane protein database (right column; C, F, I, L). In the top row (A–C), only the best-matching fragment
in the database is selected for each of the 90 query loops in each length category (number of residues, X axis). In the second row (D–F), the bestmatching fragment are selected (as in the top row) except all hits to homologous proteins (>40% sequence identity or annotated as pertaining to
the same SCOP superfamily) are removed. Third row (G–I): as in the second row, but now database loops are restricted to those with an environment-specific substitution score  25. Bottom row (J–L): as in the third row, but database loops are now ranked by their anchor RMSD, instead of
using knowledge of their similarity to the correct loop conformation.
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Table I
Coverage in the Absence of Homologues
Loop
length

4

5

6

7

8

9

Sol/sol
52 (58%) 56 (62%) 56 (62%) 61 (68%) 44 (49%) 46 (51%)
Mem/sol
57 (63%) 42 (47%) 51 (57%) 52 (58%) 33 (37%) 34 (38%)
Mem/mem 12 (13%) 11 (12%) 16 (18%) 14 (16%) 12 (13%) 16 (18%)
Coverage of the FREAD loop modelling method, when homologues (protein with
>40% sequence identity or annotated as pertaining to the same SCOP superfamily as the query) have been excluded from the database. Loop lengths of 4–9 residues are considered (columns), when predicting the Soluble or Membrane test set
(first word in row labels), using the Soluble or Membrane database (second word
in row labels). Values are total numbers of predicted loops out of a total of 90.

as the correct database is used. The presence of homologues in the database improves this accuracy to about 1
Å and dramatically increases coverage, especially in the
case of MPs (from about 18%, Table I, to 60%, Fig. 1).
This coverage difference is due to the high redundancy
of MP structures in the current database. The majority
of MPs of known structure are members of a small number of structural families and often also share considerable sequence similarity.
Homologues thus play a large role in loop structure
prediction, but even more important is the difference
between membrane and soluble protein loops. Being a
membrane, protein loop has many implications in terms
of the physicochemical environment around the loop residues, as well as the structure of the protein itself. This
may bias the loop to adopt very different shapes from a
soluble loop with a similar anchor structure and amino
acid sequence. To obtain good loop models, one should
therefore first match the type of protein in the fragment
database to the type of protein being modeled. Second,
improvements in accuracy and coverage can be achieved
by making the database as redundant as possible through
the inclusion of homologous proteins.

Our hypothesis was that the shapes of membrane
loops tend to be biased, due to the presence of nearly
parallel TM segments and the crowded environment of
the membrane lipids. We propose that MP loops will
favor a straight conformation, sticking out of the membrane away from the remainder of the proteins TM domain. In contrast, although some SP loops might have
similar shapes, they are not confined by the membrane
and will be more often able to “lie down” on the surface
of the protein, in contact with sequentially distant residues and forming a more globular shape. To test this hypothesis, we compared membrane and soluble protein
loops and found the expected trends but almost none of
the differences were statistically significant. Further
details can be found in supplementary material (Supporting Information, Figs. S4–S6).
Prediction on models of MPs

All previous tests were performed on X-ray structures.
Although the loop structures were unknown, the anchor
structures were known to be correct. This is the usual test
case for most loop modeling methods, including the
reportedly highly accurate ICM16 and PLOP.18 In a real
modeling situation, however, the anchor structures are

Differences between membrane and soluble
protein loop structures

We showed that predicting MP loops by applying the
standard FREAD protocol to a SP database fails. This is
illustrated in Figure 3. We also showed that the SP database does contain fragments with similar shapes to MP
loops, although these become less frequent at higher
loop lengths, and that the FREAD substitution score was
unable to identify these “good” fragments. Although
using the MP database for prediction virtually guarantees
high accuracies, this is not practically useful when modeling a protein of a novel fold or sequence family, as coverage values below 20% are expected (Table I). In other
words, four out of five loops would remain unmodeled.
Identifying the differences between membrane and soluble protein loop structures is thus of great interest, as
this would suggest possible ways of using the much
larger SP database to predict MP loops.

Figure 3
Predictions of a membrane protein loops structure. Loops in shades of
blue originate from a database of soluble protein structures, loops in
shades of red come from a membrane protein database. Note that not a
single soluble loop has a similar shape to the membrane loops. The
latter are all close to the native structure.
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Figure 4
Loop prediction accuracy depends on the accuracy of anchor coordinates.
Plot of loop prediction accuracy by RMSD (Y-axis) versus modeling
accuracy of the core model, without the loops, by RMSD (X-axis).

nonnative, making it harder to correctly predict the loop’s
structure. The loop’s global RMSD (see MATERIALS
AND METHODS) directly depends on the anchor RMSD
(Fig. 4). FREAD has previously been shown to perform
well in such an imperfect scenario.17,29,37 For SPs, the
relationship between a loop’s local sequence similarity and
its expected accuracy can be deduced from Figure 1 of
Ref. 17. Figure 2 of the same paper shows that FREAD’s
accuracy does not depend on global similarity between the
target protein and the database protein donating the loop
fragment. More recently, PLOP was the first physics-based
ab initio method to be tested in this way,41 achieving
good accuracies on several predicted GPCR loops. In this
section of our article, we thus verify once more our main

conclusions regarding the importance of database choice,
this time applied to a more realistic modeling scenario
where loop anchors are incorrect.
The model test set consists of 156 loops, ranging in length
from four to 17 residues, taken from 59 homology models
of varying accuracy (average core model RMSD 2.2 Å; range
0.6–5.4 Å). Here, we predict the loop structures with either
the soluble database (“Soluble FREAD”) or membrane
database (“Membrane FREAD”). Membrane FREAD was
run using the two strategies already used in the original
MEDELLER publication37: the “high accuracy” strategy,
which uses FREADs default cut-offs, and the “high coverage” strategy where, if the default FREAD run yields no prediction, FREAD is run once more with a looser ESSS cut-off
of 0. The latter generally results in higher coverage at the
expense of accuracy. As a “worst case accuracy” comparison,
we also built MODELLER models and compared the accuracy of the corresponding loop coordinates. All models
were superimposed onto the target’s native X-ray structure
using only those atoms present in MEDELLER’s “core”
model. Then, the global RMSD was calculated for the loop
coordinates without resuperimposing them.
Table II shows a summary of the test results (a direct
comparison between Membrane FREAD and MODELLER is shown in Supporting Information, Fig. S7). Methods created with SPs in mind (MODELLER and Soluble
FREAD) achieved average global RMSDs above 6 Å.
Membrane FREAD, using the high-accuracy protocol,
achieves an average accuracy of about 3 Å at a coverage
of 102/156 (without nonredundancy filtering). This coverage is higher than that of soluble FREAD (79/156).
MODELLER always gives complete coverage as it is an
ab initio method.
These values clearly show that, in homology modeling,
the choice of fragment database may be even more important than when modeling loops based on native
anchor coordinates, as errors in the anchor structures
greatly affect the accuracy of the loop prediction. Good
average accuracies can currently only be achieved when
using a database of MP fragments to predict MP loops.

Table II
Accuracy and Coverage on Homology Models

Average RMSD
Loops predicted
Wins/losses vs. MODELLER
Wins/losses vs. Soluble FREAD
Wins/losses vs. Membrane FREAD (high accuracy)
Wins/losses vs. Membrane FREAD (high coverage)

MODELLER

Soluble
FREAD

Membrane FREAD
(high accuracy)

Membrane FREAD
(high coverage)

6.65
156 (100%)
–
38/41
13/89
41/109

6.55 (6.43)
79 (51%)
41/38
–
9/49
16/63

2.93 (6.20)
102 (65%)
89/13
49/9
–
0/0

4.63 (6.59)
150 (96%)
109/41
63/16
0/0
–

Accuracy and coverage on homology models. Several loop modelling tools (columns) were run on 156 loops from 59 homology models of varying accuracy built with
MEDELLER. The average backbone RMSD for the core models, used as input to the various loop modelling methods, was 2.2 Å, with a range of 0.6–5.4 Å. Soluble
and Membrane refer to the database type used. “Membrane FREAD (high accuracy)” refers to the default FREAD parameters, which are used in the MEDELLER “high
accuracy” loop modelling strategy. “Membrane FREAD (high coverage)” refers to MEDELLERs “high coverage” loop modelling strategy, where FREAD is first run with
default parameters and, if no suitable fragments are found for a particular loop, FREAD is run again with a looser ESSS cut-off of 0. RMSD values are averaged over
all loops where the particular method gave a prediction. For easy comparison, the value in square brackets refers to MODELLERs accuracy over the same set of loops.
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Software availability

The new version of the FREAD loop modeling software (PyFREAD) used in this manuscript is available as
a web server at http://medeller.info/fread. A commandline version of the program is available on request.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have used FREAD, a fragment-based
loop prediction method, which has been shown to produce accurate predictions of soluble protein loop structure.17 We have demonstrated that MP loop structures
can be predicted just as accurately (about 1 Å on average) using a database of MP fragments. Conversely, predictions using fragments of SPs gave consistently lower
accuracies.
We show that the soluble database does contain shapes
similar to MP loops (Fig. 2) of lengths up to nine residues, although the average best achievable RMSD
increases with loop length. However, even though relatively similar shapes exist in the SP database, the current
FREAD algorithm is unable to identify them consistently
using anchor RMSD and environment-specific substitution score. The parameters used by FREAD only work as
an effective filter when searching a database of the same
protein type as the query. It is thus important to choose
the appropriate fragment database for the prediction
problem at hand if accurate loop models are to be
achieved.
In their recent work on prediction of MP structure
from sequence, Nugent and Jones42 used a fragment assembly method (FILM3) to satisfy putative residue–residue contacts (predicted by precise structural contact
prediction using sparse inverse covariance estimation
(PSICOV)), achieving TM scores above 0.5 for 25 out of
28 target proteins. In their paper, the authors discuss the
difficulty of obtaining accurate loop models with their
current protocol, which uses exclusively fragments of SPs
identified by local sequence similarity, among other
measures. As we have shown in this work, local sequence
similarity is a poor discriminator for similar loop shape
when using a database of soluble protein fragments to
predict MP loop structure. In addition, the authors mention reduced accuracy of contact predictions in loop
regions, which further reduce loop modeling accuracy.
Finally, their use of MODELLER as a refinement function may distort the entire model37 and especially the
loop regions (Table II). Judging from our own observations, better accuracies should be achievable by using
fragments of MPs to model the loop regions.
In our search for the reasons for FREAD’s failure to
predict membrane loops using soluble fragments, we
observed a decline in coverage with increasing loop
length (Fig. 1, Table I). However, this decline was less
obvious when using the “correct” database. Furthermore,

no such behavior is observed when sequence is completely disregarded (always 100% coverage) and the bestmatching fragment is selected using prior knowledge of
the correct structure rather than using a sequence-based
score. This indicates a lack of soluble loops with both a
similar anchor structure and a similar loop sequence to
membrane loops.
Amino acid substitution patterns did not appear to
differ sufficiently between MPs and SPs to affect prediction accuracy. We showed this by replacing FREAD’s substitution tables with ones built from either a set of SPs
or MPs. We applied the SP substitution tables to predict
the structures of both SPs and MPs and obtained similarly accurate results in both cases (as long as the correct
database was used). Exchanging the tables for MP-based
ones had no obvious effect. It is possible that redefining
the structural environments used to build the FREAD
substitution tables could produce different results. ESSTs
built with other structure environments have been shown
to improve MP alignment.39,43
When using the appropriate database, FREAD achieves
prediction accuracies of around 1 Å (Fig. 1). Predictions
of MPs yield about 60–80% coverage when the entire
database is used. Even when filtering out sequence
homologues (>40% sequence identity or annotated as
pertaining to the same SCOP superfamily), the FREAD
algorithm gives highly accurate predictions (about 1–2
Å), thereby demonstrating that the FREAD approach is
indeed valid and its success not simply due to the presence of homologues in the database.
The removal of homologues, however, means a reduction in coverage, for SPs and especially for MPs. In
addition, the effect of removing homologues is greater
at longer loop lengths, resulting in slightly higher
RMSDs for long loops compared to short ones. The
reduction in coverage reflects the fact that currently
known MP structures are clustered into dense groups
that are highly similar within-cluster but very different
across-cluster. In other words, the effective number of
currently known MP structures is low. This is likely to
change as the number of known protein structures
grows. Nevertheless, it is possible that some loops are
unique to a single protein family and can only be
predicted using homologous protein structures or ab
initio methods.
When the FREAD algorithm was first invented,23 the
number of available SP structures was low. This resulted
in low coverage of database methods, making it necessary
to combine them with ab initio loop modeling methods.
Ten years later, FREAD’s fragment-based approach was
shown to have far higher coverage and accuracy.17 The
results presented here suggest that the same may happen
with regards to the prediction of MP loops.
We performed further investigations into the differences between the shapes of MP and SP loops. Our results
indicate that short MP loops tend to “stick out” away
PROTEINS
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from the rest of the protein, rather than lying flat against
it. It should be possible to engineer a statistical scoring
scheme that can be used to identify fragments of SPs
that mimic the shape of MP loops.
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